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Many synapses can change their strength rapidly in a use-dependent manner, but the mechanisms
of such short-term plasticity remain unknown. To understand these mechanisms, measurements of
neurotransmitter release at single synapses are required. We probed transmitter release by
imaging transient increases in [Ca2+] mediated by synaptic N-methyl-D-aspartate receptors
(NMDARs) in individual dendritic spines of CA1 pyramidal neurons in rat brain slices, enabling
quantal analysis at single synapses. We found that changes in release probability, produced by
paired-pulse facilitation (PPF) or by manipulation of presynaptic adenosine receptors, were
associated with changes in glutamate concentration in the synaptic cleft, indicating that single
synapses can release a variable amount of glutamate per action potential. The relationship
between release probability and response size is consistent with a binomial model of vesicle release
with several (>5) independent release sites per active zone, suggesting that multivesicular release
contributes to facilitation at these synapses.

Classic studies of the neuromuscular junction identify the vesicle
as the quantum of synaptic transmission1. The neuromuscular
junction contains many active zones, defined ultrastructurally as
patches of membrane-associated material studded with docked
synaptic vesicles. Each active zone releases vesicles independent of
other active zones, and the amplitude distribution of postsynaptic potentials can be described quantitatively by a binomial
model1. Most glutamatergic synapses of the CNS, such as those
between hippocampal CA3 and CA1 pyramidal neurons
(CA3–CA1 synapses), contain one active zone with several (2–20)
docked vesicles, apposed to a single postsynaptic density2,3. In
response to an action potential (AP), each synapse releases neurotransmitter with a characteristic probability, and considerable
heterogeneity exists between synapses in their release properties4,5. If each docked vesicle were ready to fuse independently in
response to an AP, then the simultaneous release of multiple
quanta would occur on occasion. For example, if two docked
vesicles each released with a probability of 0.5, then the simultaneous release of two vesicles would occur with a probability of
0.25. Although some studies have found evidence for multiquantal release6–9, most experiments, using a variety of approaches, indicate that at most a single vesicle can be released in response
to an AP5,10–14. This ‘univesicular release rule’ stipulates that one
released vesicle would rapidly (within microseconds) inhibit the
release of other docked vesicles within the same active zone12.
Thus, determining if and under which conditions multivesicular release can occur has important implications for understanding the mechanisms of neurotransmitter release and
synaptic plasticity.
Testing the univesicular release rule requires the technically difficult measurement of transmission at single synapses.
One vesicle of neurotransmitter is thought to activate only a
few postsynaptic receptors, producing small unitary curnature neuroscience • volume 5 no 7 • july 2002

rents8,15,16. Most synapses are located within an extensive dendritic tree and currents measured at the soma are highly filtered and attenuated8,17–19. In addition, it is difficult to ensure
that one is recording from a single synapse using electrophysiological techniques alone8,17. To probe transmission at single
synapses, we imaged NMDAR-mediated [Ca2+] accumulations
in individual spines20 as a measure of glutamate release. Previous studies using serial section electron microscopy have
shown that most spines participate in only one excitatory
synapse3,21; therefore, NMDAR-mediated synaptic [Ca2+] transients in single spines report release from single active zones.
We found that the amount of glutamate released per action
potential could be modulated with manipulations that change
release probability. Our findings are quantitatively consistent
with multivesicular release from multiple independent release
sites at single active zones.

RESULTS
To probe transmission at single synapses, we imaged [Ca2+]
accumulations in single spines produced by NMDAR currents20
using two-photon laser scanning microscopy 22,23. Synaptic
NMDARs are far from saturated by glutamate release produced
by a single AP20,24,25 and NMDAR activation is a quantitative
measure of glutamate in the synaptic cleft. To monitor glutamate release optically, it was necessary to isolate NMDARmediated Ca2+ currents, as Ca2+ influx into spines can occur
through multiple pathways26. Recorded neurons were voltageclamped slightly above NMDAR reversal potential (+10 mV),
inactivating voltage-sensitive Ca2+ channels20. At these depolarized potentials, the Mg2+ block of NMDARs is relieved. AMPA
(α-amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazole propionic acid)-type
glutamate receptors were blocked by the AMPA receptor
(AMPAR) antagonist NBQX (10 µM). The remaining synaptic
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Fig. 1. Measurement of NMDAR-mediated [Ca2+] transients in single spines. (a) Left, dendrite
= R′′/R′ = P′′/P′, where P′ and P′′ are the
with several spines (red fluorescence) and right, [Ca2+] transient after synaptic stimulation (green
synaptic release probabilities to the first
fluorescence, ∆G). White line indicates position of the line scan. (b) Line scans across spine head
and second pulse (see Methods). Alter(total duration, 450 ms). White triangles indicate time of synaptic stimulation. Red fluorescence
natively, facilitation could involve an
did not change (left), whereas green fluorescence increased rapidly in the spine after synaptic
increase in potency, consistent with mulstimulation (right). A weak and delayed increase in [Ca2+] due to Ca2+ diffusion is apparent in the
tivesicular release. In this case, the ratio
2+
dendrite. (c) Time course of fluorescence intensity in the spine head in the [Ca ]-insensitive
of synaptic release probabilities by itself
(red) and [Ca2+]-sensitive (green) fluorescence channels (single trial, same data as in b).
would not account for the observed plas(d) Multiple responses to synaptic stimulation with single pulses (130 trials). Failures of neuroticity, and PPFCa > P′′/P′.
transmitter release can be clearly distinguished from successes. (e) Response amplitudes over
In our measurements, it was possible to
time. Response amplitudes, failure rates, and resting fluorescence (corresponding to resting
[Ca2+]i) were stable (same data as in d); response amplitudes were averaged in a 40 ms window
sort responses to a pair of stimuli into four
starting 50 ms after stimulation (horizontal bar at bottom of d). (f) Histogram of response amplicategories corresponding to the four postudes. (g) EPSC measured in the soma at nominal holding potentials of +10 mV (black) and
sible permutations of failures and success+40 mV (gray). The initial fast transient is the stimulus artifact.
es for each stimulus (Fig. 3c). Each
outcome has an associated probability (pij),
where the subscript i indicates failure (i =
0) or success (i = 1) in response to the first stimulus and the sub[Ca2+] transients were completely blocked by antagonists of
script j indicates failure or success in response to the second stimNMDARs (10 µM APV; 97 ± 1%, n = 5)20. We performed our
ulus (p00 + p01 + p10 + p11 = 1). We can compute synaptic release
quantitative imaging in line-scan mode20,22,27, allowing detection of quantal fluorescence transients with a sufficient signal-toprobabilities as P′′ = (p01 + p11) and P′ = (p10 + p11). For all
noise ratio to clearly distinguish trials in which neurotransmitter
synapses probed at tISI = 100 ms, PPFCa > P′′/P′ (P < 0.01, n =
was (successes) or was not (failures) released (Fig. 1). Synaptic
8), suggesting that PPFCa was in part due to increases in potency.
responses could be monitored for 80–200 trials (Fig. 1d and f)
A direct measure of potency changes during PPFCa is given
and thus allowed the measurement of the probability of failure to
by comparing the potency of the first response (or the potency
release neurotransmitter at a single synapse. We define the probin response to a single stimulus, r) to the potency of the second
ability of release (of one or more quanta) at a synapse in response
response, given there was a failure on the first stimulus (r01;
to a single stimulus as P′ = (1-failure probability). P′ varied greatFig. 3c). In this comparison, we used facilitated responses that
produced release only on the second stimulus so that we could
ly across synapses (range, 0.18–0.62; mean, 0.33). The coeffiexclude postsynaptic mechanisms of facilitation. The univesicucient of variation (c.v.) of the response amplitudes (c.v.
lar release rule predicts the potency ratio (r01/r)* = 1 (* denotes
= s.d./mean, excluding failures; Fig. 1f) was 0.37 (range,
0.22–0.48), similar to the variability of miniature excitatory posta model prediction). In the example of Fig. 3, r 01 /r = 1.77
synaptic currents (EPSCs) in slices (c.v. = 0.42)28.
(Fig. 3d and f), which is inconsistent with the univesicular release
rule. For every synapse measured with tISI = 40 ms, we found that
Many types of synapses show a type of short-term plasticity
called paired-pulse facilitation (PPF)12,29. When two APs invade
r01/r was significantly (P < 0.05) larger than 1 (R′′/R′ = 2.30
presynaptic terminals in close succession (10–300 ms), the
± 0.27; r 01 /r = 1.53 ± 0.09; n = 6). Similar results held for
tISI = 100 ms (R′′/R′ = 1.95 ± 0.22; r01/r = 1.33 ± 0.07; n = 8) and
amount of transmitter released in response to the second AP is
tISI = 250 ms (R′′/R′ = 1.64 ± 0.19; r01/r = 1.17 ± 0.06; n = 6;
greater, on average, than to the first. PPF is usually measured for
populations of synapses and can be quantified as
Fig. 4d). These data show that synaptic potency is plastic and
PPF = EPSC(tISI)/EPSC(0), where tISI is the interstimulus interhence that the amount of glutamate released by a single action
potential can be modulated.
val and EPSC(t) is the excitatory postsynaptic current measured
Can increased potency during facilitation be explained by
at the soma following a stimulus at time t. Under our experithe existence of multiple independent release sites at single
mental conditions, PPF peaked somewhere between 10–20 ms
active zones? If multivesicular release from several sites at the
and decreased with a decay time of ∼200 ms. Similar time courssame active zone occurs, potency and release probability will
es were measured for currents dominated by AMPARs (Fig. 2a)
change together in a predictable manner. Each active zone conand NMDARs (Fig. 2b and c).
Ratio (G/R)
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Fig. 2. Paired-pulse facilitation of excitatory postsynaptic currents.
(a) EPSCs recorded at –70 mV for interstimulus intervals (tISI)
of 20–300 ms (average of six trials). (b) EPSCs recorded in the same cell
at +40 mV. (c) Paired-pulse facilitation (PPF) of EPSCs dominated by
AMPAR (gray) or NMDAR (black) mediated currents. Inset, AMPARmediated current amplitudes were estimated as the peaks of EPSCs at
–70 mV, whereas NMDAR current amplitudes were estimated 40 ms
after stimulation at +40 mV. For all measurements, the response to a
single stimulus was subtracted from the response to the second pulse.

50 pA
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b

tains several docked vesicles that seem poised for release (∼10;
equivalent to the readily releasable pool)4. Replenishing the
readily releasable pool takes several seconds4, and the number
of docked vesicles (D) is not likely to change over the duration
of a cycle in a PPF experiment unless release occurs. If each
docked vesicle acts as a release site, fusing independently with
probability p after an AP, then, according to the binomial
model1, the synaptic release probability in response to the first
pulse is P′ = 1 – (1 – p)D. Owing to facilitation, after the first
pulse the release probability per vesicle is enhanced by a factor α to αp (α > 1). The release probability for the synapse on
the second pulse, given that there was a failure of release to the
first pulse, is then p01 = 1 – (1 – αp)D. We measured both P′
and p01 directly (Fig. 3b and c) and used them to calculate an
expected potency facilitation (r 01 /r)* = (P′ – P′ (1–
p01))1/D)/(p01 – p01 (1 – P′))1/D)h (see equation (2), Methods).
In the equation above, h is the Hill coefficient for synapses,
relating NMDAR activation and the number of vesicles released
(range of h, 1–1.4; see Methods). As r and r 01 could also be
measured, we compared the expected potency facilitation
(r01/r)* with the measured potency facilitation, r01/r (Fig. 4b).
This analysis showed that our measurements were compatible
with the existence of several independent release sites per active
zone and clearly inconsistent with the univesicular release rule
(Fig. 4b). Postulating five release sites gives a satisfactory fit to
the data, consistent with the number of docked vesicles reported to exist in CA1 active zones3.
How do our single-synapse measurements of PPFCa compare
to PPF averaged over multiple synapses and measured at the
soma? The time courses of PPFCa and PPF were indistinguishable, suggesting that the mechanisms of plasticity are shared
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(Fig. 4c and d). PPF Ca was larger than PPF, as probed with
NMDAR-mediated currents (2.30 ± 0.27 versus 1.73 ± 0.17,
tISI = 40 ms, n = 6). A quantitative comparison of facilitation
amplitudes is complicated by differences in measurement techniques: different populations of synapses contribute to the
responses evoked by the first and second stimulus in electrophysiological measurements, whereas the same single synapse is
probed on both trials in imaging measurements.
If single active zones do contain multiple independent release
sites, then pharmacological manipulation of release probability should also change synaptic potency. At CA1 hippocampal
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Fig. 3. Paired-pulse facilitation at a single synapse.
(a) Average [Ca2+] transient in response to a single
stimulus and pair of stimuli at tISI = 40 ms. To quantify PPFCa, peak amplitudes (R′ and R′′) were measured as indicated by the arrows. (b) Responses to
45 paired-pulse stimuli. Failures of synaptic transmission can be clearly distinguished from successes.
(c) The four possible outcomes resulting from
paired-pulse stimulation with their associated probabilities (p11, p10, p01, p00). Also indicated is the
potency in response to the first stimulus (r) and the
potency in response to the second stimulus given
that there was a failure on the first (r01). (d) Time
course of the success amplitude to a single stimulus
(yellow) and to the second stimulus in a pair where
the first produced a failure (green). Also shown is
the failure to both stimuli (black). (e) Response
amplitudes (yellow = r, green = r01, black = failures,
same data as in d). (f) Paired-pulse facilitation of the
average response (gray) was in part due to facilitation in potency (green).
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Fig. 4. Dissecting PPF in individual synapses. (a) Normalized
potency plotted against a measure of release probability
(tISI = 40 ms, n = 6; tISI = 100 ms, n = 8; tISI = 250 ms, n = 6).
Arrows connect points corresponding to the control response
(P′, 1) with points corresponding to the facilitated response
(p01/(p01+p00), r01/r). The x-value p01/(p01+p00) is the release
probability for the second stimulus given that there was a failure
of release on the first. In all but one synapse, increasing release
probabilities were correlated with increasing potency (arrows
with positive slope). (b) Measured potency ratio compared to
predicted potency ratio for the univesicular release rule (horizontal line) and a binomial model with five independent release sites
(dotted line with slope = 1, see Methods). Black symbols show
the prediction assuming a Hill coefficient h = 1, red symbols for h
= 1.4. Shapes indicate different interstimulus intervals: tISI = 40 ms
(circles), 100 ms (squares) and 250 ms (triangles). Filled symbols
mark spines in which the measured r01/r was significantly larger
than 1 (Wilcoxon two-sample test, P < 0.05). (c) The time course
was similar for PPFCa and PPFi. Values are normalized to PPF at
tISI = 40 ms. (d) Potency ratio (white bars) and total PPFCa (black
bars) as a function of tISI.
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synapses, activation of presynaptic A1 adenosine receptors leads
to a reduction of transmitter release30,31. Using [Ca2+] imaging
in individual spines, we measured the synaptic release probability, P′, and potency, r. After a baseline period, we applied 2chloroadenosine (1–5 µM), an agonist of A1 receptors. In eight
of nine synapses studied, both P′ and r decreased significantly,
and in one synapse, 2-chloroadenosine did not induce a change
in either P′ or r (Fig. 5c, red arrows). In some experiments,
washout of 2-chloroadenosine partially reversed the reduction
of P′, and was associated with a concomitant increase in r (Fig.
5c, blue arrows, n = 2). At a concentration of 20 µM, the specific
A1 antagonist DPCPX caused corresponding changes in the
opposite direction (Fig. 5c, black arrows, n = 3). The finding
that P′ and r consistently changed together is consistent with
the existence of multiple release sites in an active zone.
Although our experiments support the idea of multiple
release sites per active zone, some other mechanisms also could
explain our data. As glutamate receptors are not saturated20,24,25,
any mechanism that can change the amplitude or time course of
glutamate concentration in the cleft would change the occupancy of receptors and the amplitudes of postsynaptic responses. In particular, it has been suggested that glutamate release
from small vesicles can occur in two modes: the classic all-ornone exocytosis and a graded mode in which glutamate diffuses through a transient fusion pore32. A use-dependent switch
from graded mode to all-or-none mode would cause potency
potentiation and could, in principle, account for our data.

A testable prediction of this model is that the glutamate transient after graded exocytosis will be smaller and longer-lasting
than it is during all-or-none exocytosis32. This implies that the
rise time of the NMDAR current would be slower33, resulting in
a slower rise of the spine [Ca2+] transient, which is proportional
to the integral of the Ca2+ current under our measurement conditions34,35. We found, however, that the rise times of [Ca2+] transients in response to single stimuli were indistinguishable from
those in response to the second of a pair of stimuli (Fig. 6). These
findings indicate that under different conditions of release, char-
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Fig. 5. Varying release probability pharmacologically changes potency.
(a) Calcium transients from a single spine. After 7 min, 10 µM 2Chloroadenosine was added to the bath. The size of the average success
amplitude (black curve) decreased markedly (circles, successes; diamonds, failures). (b) Average release probability of the experiment
above, calculated in an 11-point sliding window. Pr changed from 0.59
(control) to 0.28 (adenosine), indicated by the black horizontal lines.
(c) Summary data of 13 spines in different slices treated with 2Chloroadenosine (2–10 µM, red arrows), with 2-Chloroadenosine and
subsequent washout (blue arrows) or with the A1-antagonist DPCPX
(20 µM, black arrows; 5 µM, gray arrows). Filled arrowheads indicate a
significant change in potency (Wilcoxon two-sample test, P < 0.05). The
example shown in (a) and (b) is marked with an asterisk.
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acterized by different synaptic release probabilities, cleft glutamate transients have the same time course but different amplitudes. We conclude that fusion pore modulation is unlikely to
account for our data.
Using spine Ca2+ accumulation as a reporter of released glutamate requires that the Ca2+-sensitive dye is not saturated after
the release of a single vesicle. Three lines of evidence suggest
that under our experimental conditions, the fluorescence signal was approximately proportional to NMDAR activation.
First, because of the large added buffer capacity for Ca2+ provided by the indicator, [Ca2+] accumulations were reduced ∼30fold compared to native conditions35. Based on quantitative
measurements of NMDAR-mediated [Ca2+] accumulations, the
amplitudes of these buffered transients are expected to be on
the order of ∆[Ca2+]syn ≈ 200–300 nM35, which is in the linear regime of our indicator (∆[Ca2+]syn < K d = 785 nM). Second, the changes in fluorescence after depolarizing the neurons
from –70 to +10 mV were ∼1.7 times larger than those in
response to synaptic stimuli, again indicating that synaptic
[Ca2+] transients were far from indicator saturation. Third, in
several experiments (n = 8), we explicitly tested for linearity
(Fig. 7). If the Ca2+ indicator were close to saturation, larger
[Ca2+] accumulations would have resulted in relatively compressed fluorescence responses. Consequently, our measurements of PPF Ca and potency ratios (r 01/r) would have been
underestimates of the true values. To address this issue, measurements were interleaved between holding potentials close to
reversal for the NMDAR (+10 mV) and potentials closer to
reversal for Ca2+ (+40 mV). Consistent with the changes in driving force for Ca2+, responses were smaller at the higher holding potentials, r(+40 mV)/r(+10 mV) = 0.56, and were therefore
expected to be more linear in the case of saturation. However,
r01/r was identical at both holding potentials: r01/r (+10 mV) =
1.33 ± 0.07, r01/r (+40 mV) = 1.26 ± 0.07 (Fig. 7b). We conclude that spine [Ca2+] is proportional to NMDAR activation.

DISCUSSION
We imaged NMDAR-mediated [Ca2+] transients in single spines
evoked by synaptic stimulation. As virtually all spines in the CA1
region of hippocampus form only one synapse3,21, [Ca2+] imaging allowed us to measure synaptic release probability and potency (the average amplitude of the postsynaptic response to a
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successful synaptic transmission) at individual synapses, generating data for quantal analysis at single CA3–CA1 synapses. Using
activity-dependent and pharmacological modulation of release
probability, we found that potency increased with release probability. These data imply that single active zones are capable of
releasing a variable amount of glutamate per action potential.
Several technical issues, however, complicate the interpretation of our experiments. Under some conditions, glutamate
released from a neighboring, non-imaged synapse can diffuse
to postsynaptic receptors at the imaged synapse
(‘spillover’)36–38 and contribute to potency facilitation (r01/r >
1). We consider this mechanism unlikely because we used stimuli that activate only a tiny subpopulation of synapses (<5%),
implying that the probability of activating multiple varicosities within diffusion distance was small36. Studies specifically
designed to detect correlations in the response amplitudes of
neighboring spines do not show evidence of spillover20 (E. A.
N. & K. S., Soc. Neurosci. Abstr. 27, 155.2, 2001). Consistent
with this finding, published evidence for spillover was collected primarily at low temperatures38 or in the presence of blockers of astrocytic glutamate transporters 36,37, not under our
experimental conditions. Furthermore, in our experiments,
double-failure trials (r00) were indistinguishable from baseline
(Fig. 3d), inconsistent with spillover from other active synapses that were not imaged.
Even spillover too weak to activate NMDARs, however, could
leave its mark by producing receptors singly bound by glutamate.
This glutamate would sum with direct release of glutamate to
potentiate NMDAR activation. For two reasons, this spillover
model cannot account for our data. First, the potency facilitation produced in this situation is, at most, 1 + 2∆Pdα, where ∆Pd
is the change in the release probability of the non-imaged (‘dark’)
synapse, and α is the fraction of glutamate escaping to a neighboring synapse (see Methods for derivation). Even assuming a
large α = 0.1 (refs. 39 and 40), one would expect potency facilitation in the range of 0–15%, which is much smaller than what
we measured (0–80%, Fig. 4b). Second, in the spillover model,
potency facilitation is expected to be independent of release probability and PPF at the imaged synapse (equation (3), Methods).
This is inconsistent with the correlation between measured potency ratio and predicted potency ratio (a function of release probabilities at the imaged synapse, Fig. 4b). Thus, spillover and
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Fig. 6. Rise times of [Ca2+] transients under control and potentiated
conditions. (a) Overlay of peak-normalized control (black) and potentiated (red) [Ca2+] transients from a single spine. The initial slope of the
[Ca2+] transients (dashed) was used as a measure of rise time. Time
course of the [Ca2+] transients was not changed in the potentiated
responses (tISI = 40 ms, 30% potency potentiation). (b) Summary data
for all synapses. The slopes of the potentiated responses were not different from those of controls for all interstimulus intervals (Wilcoxon
matched-pair signed-rank test, n = 20).
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Fig. 7. Change in potency is constant as a function of holding potential. (a) Average success to the first stimulus (r), average success to
the second stimulus given a failure to the first (r01) and average failure
at +10 mV (black curves) and at +40 mV (red curves) for a single
synapse. Trials at different holding potentials were interleaved, tISI =
100 ms. (b) Summary data for eight synapses showing that the
potency ratio was the same at both holding potentials and significantly
(P < 0.01) larger than 1.
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pooling of glutamate can only account for a small fraction of the
potency facilitation we observed.
Release of Ca 2+ from intracellular stores could also contribute to postsynaptic [Ca 2+] signals under certain conditions41 and confound our interpretation of spine [Ca2+] as a
measure of NMDAR activation. However, three lines of evidence argue against this possibility. First, release from stores
has not been observed under experimental conditions that are
similar to ours20,42. Second, most spines do not contain endoplasmic reticulum (ER)43, so release from stores would most
likely be initiated in the dendritic shaft, but in our experiments
spines were activated without concomitant dendritic [Ca2+]
signals (Fig. 1a and b). Third, [Ca2+] accumulations varied
with holding potential as expected for Ca 2+ influx through
NMDARs (Fig. 7). These observations led us to conclude that
intracellular stores did not contribute to the [Ca2+] signal.
At CA3–CA1 synapses, successful glutamate release in
response to low-frequency stimulation opens only a few
NMDAR receptors on average (2–5 receptors, unpub. observ.).
Therefore, failures of postsynaptic [Ca2+] transients could, in
rare instances, be due to receptor failures after transmitter
release. On arrival of the second pulse, some NMDA receptors
could still be singly bound by glutamate without opening33,44.
An upper bound on the potency facilitation that could be
caused by this mechanism can be estimated as 3.3% for a 40-ms
ISI, 2.5% for a 100-ms ISI, and 1% for a 250-ms ISI—not sufficient to account for our data. Furthermore, experiments using
pharmacological manipulations of release probability (Fig. 5)
were not affected by the possibility of receptor failures.
Our results indicate that, at higher release probabilities,
more glutamate is released per action potential. As neurotransmitter is released in quanta corresponding to individual
vesicles, and as single active zones contain multiple docked
vesicles, the most parsimonious explanation of our data is that
multiple vesicles can be released in response to a single AP and
the probability of multivesicular release increases with synaptic release probability. The monotonic relationship between
release probability and potency that we found (Figs. 4b and
5c) is in quantitative agreement with a binomial model that
includes several independent release sites. We suggest that these
release sites correspond to the docked vesicles that are seen
under the electron microscope2.
Some studies show, using minimal stimulation, that potency
remains unchanged under conditions that modulate release, consistent with the univesicular release rule5,10. Differences between
these studies and our imaging experiments may be due to differences in preparation (neonatal versus juvenile slice) or to
experimental conditions (room temperature versus 34°C). Another possibility is that different methods (electrophysiology versus
imaging) select for different types of synapses. For example, our
measurements probably excluded the smallest spines, presumably corresponding to the smallest synapses. Owing to the strong
dendritic filtering of currents arising from distant synapses8,18,
failure analysis using somatic patch-clamp recordings probably
selects for large synapses close to the soma. Resolving the discrepancy between these electrophysiological measurements and
our optical measurements will require further studies that perhaps apply both types of analysis to the same synapse.
According to the binomial model, if the release probability
(Pr) of a small synapse is low, most successful transmissions will
be due to the release of a single vesicle (for example, 92% of
releases are single-vesicle releases for a synapse with five release
sites and Pr = 0.2). As Pr rises, the fraction of multivesicular
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events increases: for the same synapse at P = 0.6, 67% of releases are univesicular and 33% are multivesicular. The finding that
the spine Ca2+ transients reflect the predicted changes in cleft
glutamate concentration confirms that NMDA receptors are far
from saturation after the release of a single vesicle20. At each
synapse, the coupling between changes in synaptic release probability and potency will result in larger unitary synaptic currents during high-frequency stimulation (bursts) and smaller
unitary currents in response to isolated APs. The potentiated
Ca2+ accumulations observed during facilitation (Fig. 3d) may
selectively trigger some kinds of use-dependent postsynaptic
plasticity45. The possibility of multivesicular release implies that
even synapses with reliable responses to a single AP (high synaptic release probability) could still increase the number of
released vesicles per AP, thus expanding the effective dynamic
range for facilitation. Finally, it is possible that univesicular
release at some synapses predominantly activates NMDARs and
multivesicular release at other synapses activates lower-affinity AMPARs. This is another possible presynaptic explanation32,46 for a subset of silent synapses47,48.

METHODS
Preparation and electrophysiology. Horizontal hippocampal slices
(350 µm thick) were prepared from Wistar rats 16–19 days old in accordance with the animal care and use guidelines of Cold Spring Harbor
Laboratory, using a chilled cutting solution containing 110 mM choline
chloride, 25 mM NaHCO3, 25 mM D-glucose, 11.6 mM sodium ascorbate, 7 mM MgSO4, 3.1 mM sodium pyruvate, 2.5 mM KCl, 1.25 mM
NaH2PO4 and 0.5 mM CaCl2. Slices were incubated in gassed (95% O2
and 5% CO2) physiological saline (127 mM NaCl, 25 mM NaHCO3,
25 mM D-glucose, 2.5 mM KCl, 1.5 mM MgCl2, 1.5 mM CaCl2 and
1.25 mM NaH2PO4) at 34°C for 30–45 min and then at room temperature until used. Experiments were done at 34°C in physiological saline
containing 0.01 mM NBQX, 0.01 mM bicuculline and 0.01 mM serine
(Sigma, St. Louis, Missouri). Whole-cell patch electrodes (3–6 MΩ)
contained 135 mM CsMeSO3, 10 mM HEPES, 10 mM sodium phosphocreatine, 5 mM glutathione, 4 mM MgCl2, 4 mM Na2-ATP, 0.4 mM
Na-GTP, 0.6 mM Fluo5F and 0.04 mM Alexa Fluor 594 (Molecular
Probes, Eugene, Oregon). Cells were depolarized to +10 mV to relieve
the Mg2+ block of NMDARs and to inactivate voltage-sensitive Ca2+
channels. Synaptic transmission was evoked by short current pulses
delivered with a glass pipette (2–3 µm tip)20. Paired pulses and single
pulses were alternated every five seconds.
Two-photon imaging. We used a custom built two-photon laser scanning microscope49 consisting of a Ti:sapphire laser (Mira, Coherent,
Santa Clara, California) tuned to λ ∼810 nm, a 63× 0.9NA Objective
(Olympus, Melville, New York) and a Zeiss scan lens (Zeiss, Thornwood, New York). Fluorescence was detected in epifluorescence and
transfluorescence (through an oil-immersion condenser, Zeiss,
NA = 1.4) modes using photomultiplier tubes (R3896, Hamamatsu,
Hamamatsu City, Japan). Image acquisition was controlled by custom
software written in Matlab (MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts). In
the transfluorescence pathway, a 565-nm dichroic mirror was used to
separate green and red fluorescence. BG22-colored glass filters and
607/45 barrier filters were placed respectively in the ‘green’ (shorter
wavelength) and ‘red’ (longer wavelength) pathways to eliminate transmitted or reflected excitation light. (All filters and dichroic mirrors
were from Chroma, Battleboro, Vermont.) Neurons were filled through
the patch electrode for more than 15 min before imaging. To measure
a fluorescence signal proportional to [Ca2+], we used large concentrations (600 µM) of a medium-affinity (Kd = 785 nM under physiological conditions, data not shown) Ca 2+ indicator, Fluo5F
(Molecular Probes), detected as green fluorescence. Fluo5F is too dim
at rest to reliably image spines, so we added a Ca2+-insensitive fluorophore (Alexa Fluor 594) to the pipette solution, detected in the red
channel (Fig. 1 a–c). Stimulated synapses on higher-order apical dendrites (70–380 µm from the soma) were identified in frame scans with
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an on-line analysis program written in IGOR (Wavemetrics, Lake
Oswego, Oregon) (Fig. 1a). In the paired-pulse experiments, the activated spine was centered in a 15 × 15 µm window and probed using
line scans with a temporal resolution of 2 ms (Fig. 1b). In the pharmacological experiments, where high temporal resolution was not a
requirement, four frame scans (64 × 64 pixel) were acquired in each
trial (two before and two after the stimulus). Only synapses in which
stable responses from well-isolated Ca2+ sources could be verified were
analyzed. Spine volumes were in the range from 0.032 to 0.183 µm3,
mean volume 0.081 µm3 (n = 21, collected in a separate set of experiments using identical selection criteria).
Data analysis. As the resting fluorescence of Fluo5F is very low, calculating ∆F/F introduces large errors due to shot noise. Thus we used the
ratio of green:red fluorescence intensity, ∆G/R; this measure is independent of absolute dye concentration and robust to movement artifacts. To avoid problems with background subtraction, care was taken
to avoid ejecting dye from the pipette into the slice35. Cells in which
the surrounding slice showed detectable background fluorescence after
dye loading were not used. The only background correction that was
done was subtraction of the photomultiplier tube dark current. The
threshold for detection of successes was set individually for each spine
in a plot of all individual trials from that spine (Fig. 3b). Only spines
that showed a clear separation between failures and successes were
included in the analysis. The sorting threshold was set in the middle of
the gap between failure and success trials. First, successes to the first
stimulus (r1, which may have failed or succeeded to the second stimulus) were detected, removed from the plot, and averaged separately.
Second, successes to the second stimulus (r01) were separated from
complete failures of transmission (r 00 ) and averaged separately
(Fig. 3d). Tests of significance used the Wilcoxon two-sample test unless
otherwise noted. All measurements are given as mean ± s.e.m.
Quantal analysis of short-term synaptic plasticity. The number of successes divided by the number of trials is the probability of release for a
synapse, P′, in response to a single pulse (or the first pulse in a pair). Let
γ be the fluorescence signal produced by the release of a single vesicle.
The success amplitude to a single stimulus is the potency r = γnh, where
n is the average number of vesicles released on success trials only and h is
the effective Hill coefficient, describing the response of synaptic receptors as a function of the number of vesicles released. If glutamate released
from different vesicles interacts with distinct subsets of receptors, then
h = 1. If glutamate from different vesicles interact with the same population of receptors, then h = 1.4, the Hill coefficient for the concentration–response curves for NMDARs50.
In a paired-pulse experiment, responses were sorted into (i) complete
failures of transmission (with probability p00), (ii) responses to the second stimulus only (p01) and (iii) responses to the first stimulus and either
failure (p10) or success (p11) to the second stimulus. Then the average
fluorescence response to the first pulse, including failures, is R ′ =
(p11 + p10)r. In general, in response to a pair of stimuli, the potency of
the second pulse may vary depending on whether there was release on
the first pulse. We denote as r11 and r01 the potencies of the second pulse
given that release did (r11) or did not (r01) occur on the first pulse. The
average response to the second pulse in a pair is then R′′ = p11r11 + p01r01.
The PPF is the average response to the second pulse relative to the average response to the first pulse, PPF = R′′/R′ = (p11r11 + p01 r01)/(p11 +
p10)r. In the special case where at most one vesicle can be released per
AP (univesicular release rule), r = r01 = r11, and PPF is simply equal to
the relative change in release probability on the second and first pulse:
PPF = P′′/P′ = (p01 – p10)/(p11 + p10).
Models of short-term synaptic plasticity at single synapses. We compared
the number of vesicles released by successes on pulse one (n) and pulse two,
under the condition that there was no release on the first pulse (n01). These
are related to potencies as r = γnh and r01 = γn01h. The potencies can be measured (Fig. 3) together with their associated release probabilities P′ and p01,
respectively. In a simple model of release, an active zone contains D docked
vesicles where each vesicle can release independently with a release probability p. Thus, each docked vesicle serves as an independent release site.
Conditions of PPF increase the vesicle release probability to αp, where
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α > 1. The number of vesicles released by successes is then as follows:

n=

pD
P'

and n01 =

αpD
p01

This yields the following ratio:

n01
n

=

P'
p01

α
(1)

According to the binomial model, the release probabilities are P′ = 1 –
(1 – p)D and p01 = 1 – (1 – αp)D . We can compute the number of released
vesicles by solving these expressions for α in terms of measurable quantities and inserting into equation (1):

n01
n

=

P' – P'(1 – p01)1/D
p01 – p01(1 – P')1/D

(2)

To relate the potencies to the ratio of vesicles released, we use the following relationship:

r01
r


=

n01  h
n
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Potency facilitation due to spillover. Could spillover explain the
potency facilitation we observed (Fig. 4b)? We considered the situation
when spillover occurs between two nearby synapses: the ‘imaged’
synapse (i) and the non-imaged ‘dark’ synapse (d). Spillover is characterized by the parameter α, the fraction of glutamate released at
one synapse that reaches a neighboring synapse. In previous measurements, we saw clear and complete transmission failures, and no
response correlations between neighboring spines20 (E. A. N. & K. S.,
Soc. Neurosci. Abstr., 27, 155.2, 2001), so we assumed that spillover
of glutamate alone is not sufficient to produce NMDAR activation,
but rather produces a population of singly bound receptors. Spillover
of glutamate combines, however, with directly released glutamate to
produce potency facilitation. Seeking to derive a worst-case scenario,
we used a Hill coefficient of 2. Then the potency at the imaged
synapse, to first order in α, is the following:
r ≈ γc2(1 + 2Pdα)
Here, c is an effective concentration of glutamate in the cleft, and γ is a
constant. Note that r is independent of the release probability at the
imaged synapse, Pi. The potency facilitation follows:

r01
r

≈ (1 + 2(Pd" – Pd')α)

(3)
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